Dear MIB Ambassador,

It is a great honor to welcome you on your ADVENTURE of being a MIB AMBASSADOR.

This is important role where you, along with other alumni from the MIB Trieste School of Management, will be the main contact in your city to create and launch initiatives supporting our networking activities.

We are happy that, thanks to your strong support, we will create many opportunities to meet and have fun, increase the networking among the Alumni in your city, launch MIB Café or MIB Aperitives and organize with us the Happy Volunteers day.

As maybe you have seen, our annual MIB reunion, "THE COLORS Of CHANGE", is arriving on the 19th of June 2021 at 2:00 pm CEST. This year it will be a Hybrid Event, in the MIB Ferdinandeo Palace for those who want to join live, and online for those who can't attend in person but want to live the experience.

This presents a huge opportunity!

For those who can't come to Trieste, why don't we take this reunion date as an opportunity to join and be together with all MIB Alumni enjoying the conferences and why not, an aperitive in your city?

Thank you for your engagement as MIB AMBASSADOR,

Wish you a nice day

https://mib.edu/en/2021-alumni-reunion
CURRENT MIB AMBASSADORS

ARGENTINA (CORDOBA) - CARLOS GIAYAVI WEISS
ARGENTINA (BUENOS AIRES) - FEDERICA NADALUTTI
AUTRALIA (MELBOURNE) - MIRKO BRIGANTI
BRAZIL (CAXIAS DO SUL) - ELVIS BERNARDI
BRAZIL (BRAZIL) - LAURA MAFFEI
BRAZIL (PORTO ALEGRE) - GIOVANA MATIELLO
BRAZIL (SAN PAOLO) - CRISTIANO PIERONI
BRAZIL (SAN PAOLO) - BRUNO SAMPAYO VIDOR
CROATIA (CROATIA) - NINA NIMICA
FRANCE (PARIS) - MICHELE ABBRACCIAVENTO
GERMANY (MUNICH) - FRANCODE TOGNI
GERMANY (DUSSELDORF) - MARTA FAVINO
GERMANY (MUNICH) - KRISTINA FILIPOVA
GERMANY (FRANKFURTH) - PASCUALE PELLEGRINO
HONG KONG (HONG KONG) - SABRINA CUTROPIA
ITALY (PORDENONE) - PATRIZIO BORTOLUS
ITALY (MILAN) - LEONARDO CERA
ITALY (BOLOGNA) - LOREDANA CODA
ITALY (ROME) - CLAUDIO COLAIACOMO
ITALY (NAPLES) - JOLE COSTIGLIOLA
ITALY (UDINE) - CLAUDIO DA BROI
ITALY (BARI) - LUIGI LANZETTA
ITALY (BOLOGNA) - FRANCO LEONI
ITALY (MILAN) - ALESSANDRALO MONACO
ITALY (TREVI) - VALENTINA MARALDI
ITALY (MILAN) - FRANCESCO RICCIARDI
ITALY (ROME) - MARIA TRIMARCHI
ITALY (TREIESTE) - IRMA TUN NAAL
ITALY (TREVI-BOLZANO) - OSWALD ZIMMERHOFER
LUXEMBOURG (LUXEMBOURG) - PAOLA PINESICH
LUXEMBOURG (LUXEMBOURG) - CATERINA ROBBA
NETHERLANDS (NETHERLANDS) - LUISA LANDI
NETHERLANDS (NETHERLANDS) - RAFAEL SANCHES
RUSSIA (MOSCOW) - ALISA MUSKINNOVA
RUSSIA (MOSCOW) - ARTEM VOYTKO
SERBIA (BELGRADE) - JELENA STEVANOVIC
SLOVENIA (LJUBLJANA) - IGOR STEPANCIC
SOUTH AFRICA (JOHANNESBURG) - ADRIAN FACCO
SOUTH AFRICA (JOHANNESBURG) - KGOMOTSO MAMELLO MOSHIDI
SPAIN (MADRID) - ALEJANDRO MEDICI
UNITED KINGDOM (LONDON) - DYEGO FARYZ PREGELI FREUA
UNITED KINGDOM (LONDON) - JO OSBORNE
UNITED KINGDOM (LONDON) - MARK DANIEL POZZOBON
USA (NEW YORK) - MARC LUPINACCI